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1 l Introduction 
The object of this note is to exhibit expressions describing the second- 
order properties of the counting process of the output process of some 
simple single-server queueing models. Inasmuch as our concern is with a 
counting process defined on intervals rather than the intervals between 
occurrences of the events being counted, this note complements an 
earlier paper [ 21. 
It is known (see e.g. [3]) that to a stationary point process with finite 
second moment here corresponds a uniquely determined spectral mea- 
sure v(.) which is defined on [ 0, -), nonnegative, o-finite, V( [ 0,0] j/t? -+ 
a/r (0 -+ -), and such that 
W) V(y) = $ (sin %~.Y/!+!&)~ v(d8) 
(0. -1 
(y) is the variance of the num er of points in an interval of 
lengthy > 0 and Q! = V’(O+). It was also noted by the author [ 31, as 
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others have9 that the effect of random independent motion of the points 
of a sample; realization of the process i  to yield a new process with 
trat measure Ye related to ~4.) by 
(1@2) vl(dO) - Ado/a = I #(&I2 [v(dO) ciil* XdO/w] 
*#here X is the intensity of both processes and #(J is th 
teristic function of the translation random v
these tran8latisns are nix+ 
sided), the two processes a 
s&put, irnd service timea 
It is of some interest t 
for other queue type transformations 0 
the correspondi 
the single-server systems 
form results obtained re 
G/C;/- system9 they are wkth rccordi 
they serve to emphasize the increased c 
sin&-sewer queue over (;/G/m9 and secondly they provide 
the results of [2] a 
esses considered, 
2. Further spectral theory for point processes 
complete secondlord T description of th 
We continue to use the notati 
iven in 631, startin 
(2.1) &e = 4 v”(Y) 
for whatevery (if any) for which the ri xiats. ueh y, 
where y(i) is th 
r(dO) = v(d8) - XdB/n e
tion c(.) for all y, and it satisfies (2.1) far 
187 
) has the probabilistic nterpre- 
Ix,x+W=l= b +y, x +_-* +dy)]. 
-1 
S s 
cuss and with 
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and let I’d& b J, a C: b, denote the number of departures from the system 
in the ti.me-interval (UI, b]. Then if 
U(y) = E(N(O!, yl I N({O)) > 01 
= E{N(O, y ] I Q(O-4 = 1 + Q(O+)} ) 
it is known from Takacs [S, page 781 that 
(3.1) s O” e+Y dU[ y) = p(s) (1 - p(s))-’ { 1 --sII(w(s)ll[s + X( 1 - w(s))]). 
0 
where f = w(s) is the root of smallest modulus of r = p(,c + h( 1 - r)) and 
n(z) = E{zQ@) is the probability generating function for the stationary 
distribution ri = P[ Q( 1‘) = i] of Q(.). From (3. I), 2.6) and (2.5) we have 
u(.) and (in principle) v(.). 
In the case of exponential service times, it is not difficult to check 
that J; e -sUdU(~) = X/s, so then V(y) = hy as is consistent with the 
known fact of the output of M/M/l being a Poisson process. We would 
expect that M/M/l is the only M/G/ 1 system with V(y) = Ay, but we 
have not been able to find those /3(.) which solve (3.1) with left-hand 
side equal to X/s. 
It is worth noting that for a stationary renewal process with p(.) as 
the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of intervals between renewals, the ana- 
logue of (3.1) is simply /3(s)/(l - p(s)), so presumably for traffic intensity 
close to one, when the effect of the second term in (3.1) is small, the 
spectral measure v(.) is not unlike that of the stationary renewal process. 
Probabilistically, this is not surprising because the output process of such 
a system consists of segments of the renewal process paced out (and 
tha.t only occasionally for traffic intensity near one). 
4 . newal input process (GI/ 
In this section we assume that there is given a stable single=server 
-queueing system with input a stationary renewal process ith Laplace- 
Stieltjes transform a(.) for the inter-arrival time distribution function 
A(.), with first moment -cu’( = h-r, and service t the nega- 
ial distribution 
tionary queue 
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(4.1) ~i~P[Q(t-O)=iIQ(t+O)=1+Q(~-O>l 
=(L--6)6’ (i=O, l,...) 
ere 8 is the unique root in (0,i) of 6 = at(p( 1 - 6)). We base our com- 
putations on finding (the transform of) (c(y) + I$) dxdy as at (2.4), 
writing it here in the form 
(c(y)+X2)dxdy= 1 %P[d eparture in (y, y + dy) I Cj(z)] 
(4.2) 
za j=O 
whete C,(Z) = UFO C’ij(Z) = Ugi C’ij(z) and 
C,O>= ;Q(-Z - 0) = i, arrival in (-2, - z + dz), no arrival in (-2 + dz, 0), 
(4.3) Q(O-)= {j + 1, departure in (0, dx)} . 
Then with R(x) = 1 - A(x), 
(4.4) P[cj(z)J=C(l - 6)6’XdzR(z)e-~~(~z)‘-i((i-j)!)-‘pdx i=j 
= R(z) ( 1 - S)6j e-g(1-6)2 bd.xdz , 
VW P[departure in (y* y + dy) I C,(z)] = 
j-l 
=R(z +y)(R(z))‘l c e-My(ELv)k(k!)-lfldY 
k=O 
if+)’ i 
+ $ (R(z))-* (C + 2) e-r(u-2) 
U’Z 
k=O k=j+l 
x (p(u - z))k(k’)‘*(l . -p V_k)+ o (z + Y - ~11 My dM4 
9 
p&i) = P[Q(u) = 0 
5) as indicated by ( 
) = i, arrival at 01. On combhin 
nd integrating, we get 
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(4;(i) (c(y) +$)/A&? = J & [SR@ +y) ~--“wwsy) 
0 
z+Y 
+ s (e-H(l-s)z( 1 - p 
% 
+ e-‘(l-G)U(Gp& + y - 2.4) 
- (1 - Qj$ ePjo@ +y --u)))dA(u)]. 
The first term here has Laplace transform 
while t,he 
6s-Qi-’ - [ - 4s + PU - WI /Is + cc(l - w 
other term can be transformed into an expression involving 
&&) = f C” p,(u) du . 
0 
These transforms are then handled much as [ 5, page 1191 and lead 
finally to 
(4-V s?(s)= Ap(S - X/p) + hJ2(1 - 6) (1 - w(sJ)[l,r6(1 - a(s)) -sa(s)] b +N - w(s))1 s - p(l - Ei 
where 5 = W(S) is now the root of smallest modulus of c = a(s + p( 1 - 5) 
If V(y) = Ay (and hence c(y) = 0) in some GI/M/l system, then letting 
s + 00 in (4.7) shows 0 = 6 - A/M, and hence the second term in (4.7) 
must vanish identically for all s, which can only be the case when 
m(s) = #S(l - Q(S)) = AS/(X +s) . 
Therefore the systelm is Poisson. This result is of interest compared with 
uncorrelated. Thus the function 
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a stationary point process is in general different from that carried by the 
correlations of the interevent intervals (see [ 1, 8 5 4.4-4.61). 
We note also that for h/p close to 1 - in which case 6 is normally close 
to 1 alslo - sZ(s) = 0 and hence u(s) w A/s the transform of the variance 
function of a stationary Poisson process. A similar interpretation as for 
M/G/l is then possible. 
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